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Abstract: Using Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 standard, radio frequency waves are mainly used for commu-
nication on various devices such as mobile phones, laptops, and smart televisions. Apart from
communication applications, the recent research in wireless technology has turned Wi-Fi into other
exploration possibilities such as human activity recognition (HAR). HAR is a field of study that aims
to predict motion and movement made by a person or even several people. There are numerous
possibilities to use the Wi-Fi-based HAR solution for human-centric applications in intelligent surveil-
lance, such as human fall detection in the health care sector or for elderly people nursing homes,
smart homes for temperature control, a light control application, and motion detection applications.
This paper’s focal point is to classify human activities such as EMPTY, LYING, SIT, SIT-DOWN,
STAND, STAND-UP, WALK, and FALL with deep neural networks, such as long-term short memory
(LSTM) and support vector machines (SVM). Special care was taken to address practical issues such
as using available commodity hardware. Therefore, the open-source tool Nexmon was used for
the channel state information (CSI) extraction on inexpensive hardware (Raspberry Pi 3B+, Pi 4B,
and Asus RT-AC86U routers). We conducted three different types of experiments using different
algorithms, which all demonstrated a similar accuracy in prediction for HAR with an accuracy
between 97% and 99.7% (Raspberry Pi) and 96.2% and 100% (Asus RT-AC86U), for the best models,
which is superior to previously published results. We also provide the acquired datasets and disclose
details about the experimental setups.

Keywords: human activity recognition (HAR); channel state information (CSI); Nexmon; Raspberry
Pi; machine learning; LSTM; SVM; neural networks; deep neural networks
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1. Introduction

One of the most discussed recent research topics in wireless technology and smart
home applications is human activity recognition (HAR), and there are numerous appli-
cations such as health care, ambient assisted living, and children and elderly people
monitoring systems.

In 2017 in 22 Western European countries there were reported at least 8.4 million
injury cases due to falls. Most people who sought medical help were people aged 70 and
older. According to [1] 54,504 of them had fatal falls. A total of 5667 per 100,000 people in
the age range 70–74 years and 47,239 per 100,000 people in the age category of 95+ years
required medical help due to injuries. However, these numbers are greatly underestimated,
since not every elderly person reports every fall. As a result, delay of medical assistance
can worsen the condition of hidden wounds and make a person more vulnerable to future
falls. Once the person falls, the probability of a person falling again doubles [2]. In some
cases, immediate help is a matter of life and death because elderly people might lie helpless
and unconscious at home for hours before they are admitted to the hospital, as they are not
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able to call for help. HAR for motion detection and human fall detection could benefit the
medical staff in hospitals, elderly people care houses and people with paralysis, epilepsy,
hypoglycemia diabetic diseases, and others. Detection of human activities and classification
of these activities are challenging tasks. In recent years, devices like the Closed Circuit
Television (CCTV) monitoring systems and wearable devices are mostly used to accomplish
these tasks. Recent advancements in Wi-Fi-based machine learning solutions could become
an alternative and simplified solution for usability and personal privacy concerns [3].

Apart from this, HAR has excellent potential for smart home applications. Instead
of using infrared or proximity sensors to control an individual electronic device, the
Wi-Fi-based solution could be integrated to control all the devices in the smart home or
nursing homes [4]. Another potential application area could be crowd counting and better
management of the public places crowd, shopping malls, or open markets in a situation like
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19), or the situation where emergency response is required.

In wireless communication standard 802.11, the channel state information (CSI) con-
tains useful information in a Wi-Fi packet’s preamble. It consists of information about the
amplitude attenuation and phase shift of the transmitted signal alongside the transmitted
path. Analysis of CSI data can give information about surroundings and variations over
time while the Wi-Fi signal is being transmitted [5]; for the reader’s convenience, we have
included a brief introduction to the subject in Section 5. The HAR system can act as a
virtual eye for monitoring and triggering a responsive alarm for quick action emergencies.
These days, many elderly people become victims of such instances where quick assistance
is critical as falling from stairs, slipping in the bathroom, etc. Wireless HAR can be an
alternative solution to video surveillance, as it will protect privacy.

There is some CSI-related work already performed in this area by Francesco Gringoli
et al. and Matthias Schulz et al. using the Nexmon tool [6–8]. The full control and
access to wireless hardware’s CSI information are not always possible as most wireless chip
manufacturers keep these features private and inaccessible to the outer world. Alternatively,
the software solutions and hardware solutions provided to get access to this CSI information
are expensive. There are some tools based on Linux, which can access the CSI of a channel
up to 40 MHz [9,10]. Interestingly, the open-source Nexmon tool used in this work can
analyze up to 80 MHz [7].

Recent work [11,12] used Intel Wi-Fi Link (IWL) 5300 Network Interface Card (NIC),
which supports 802.11n standard. In that work, the CSI information was used to classifying
human activities by preprocessing the data with the use of discrete wavelet transform
(DWT), principal component analysis (PCA), power spectral density (PSD), SVM, and
LSTM recurrent neural networks implementation [12].

In our work which is mainly based on the master theses of some of the authors, we
explore CSI data acquisition possibilities using Nexmon with a Raspberry Pi 3 B+, Pi
4B [13], and Asus RT-AC86U based platform [14,15] and human activities classification
using machine learning algorithms with a focus on practical deployment. We conducted
three different types of experiments not only on different hardware but also in different
environmental contexts and using different algorithms.

The paper’s main contribution is to solve the HAR problem by using inexpensive
hardware without the necessity of humans wearing any devices whilst achieving accu-
racy on par with or better to published methods. The approach is first acquiring CSI
data from inexpensive networking hardware and then applying machine learning algo-
rithms to distinguish between different activities. Even if there are differences in the used
hardware, the environmental contexts, and the algorithms, all approaches solve the HAR
problem with similar and good accuracy. This is encouraging for practical deployments.
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2. Problem Statement
2.1. Objective

There exists a large amount of research on activity detection using different devices.
For a comprehensive overview, see the survey [10]. Some of them are designed to be
worn on the body and others to be installed in the environment the person is staying in.
For continuous observation of people, a contactless device is considered to be a better
solution to avoid situations when a person forgets to use the device. Additionally, the
contactless solution can be accepted better among the elderly. Depending on the illness,
people can take the device off the body thereby making observation inaccurate. An example
can be people having dementia who might remove clothes and as a result, removing any
device attached to the body [16]. For this purpose, the ideal solution is to use a Wi-Fi signal.
Compared to the related work on HAR, where the human activities are recognized using
wearable devices such as smartwatches, arm and chest bands [17], and using vision-based
devices for 3-D human body positioning with Xbox360 vision aids [18]. HAR using Wi-Fi
CSI information is a complicated task, affected by numerous surrounding parameters, such
as multipath reflections of Wi-Fi signal in the nearby environment where the activities
are performed, temperature and humidity of the air, influence the amplitude, and phase
shift of the received signal. The clock of NIC and its power management mode with the
automatic gain control (AGC) influence the signal strength based on the network traffic
significantly [19]. The various manufacturers and their different hardware architectures
and firmware add up to make CSI information for HAR more difficult to generalize the
wireless-based solutions. Considering the above challenges, the Wi-Fi-based human activity
recognition techniques and the classification of activities is demanding.

Contemplating the above challenges in wireless-based HAR, this work aims to work
with the open-source Nexmon CSI tool on Raspberry Pi hardware [20] with NIC Broadcom®

BCM43455c0 and Asus RT-AC86U routers. The work focuses on extracting the CSI infor-
mation for EMPTY, LYING, SIT, STAND, SIT-DOWN, STAND-UP, WALK, and FALL in the
indoor Line of Sight (LOS) scenarios using Raspberry Pi 3B+, Pi 4B, and Asus RT-AC86U
and then classifying the activities applying machine learning algorithms, support vector
machine (SVM), and long short-term memory (LSTM). In particular, we performed the
experiments depicted in Table 1, the details are covered in the following section.

Table 1. Experiments performed.

Exp. Hardware Algorithm(s) Preprocessing Activities

1 Raspberry Pi 3B+, 4B SVM, LSTM noise, outlier removal {EMPTY} ∪ A1 := {SIT, STAND, WALK}
2 Asus RT-AC86U LSTM normalizing raw data A2 := A1 ∪ {SIT-DOWN, STAND-UP, FALL}
3 Asus RT-AC86U LSTM scaling raw data A3 := A1 ∪ {EMPTY, LYING}

In the following section, we refer to the experiments as Experiment i (i = 1, 2, 3), where
Experiment 1 has two variants, referred to as 1.1. and 1.2, respectively. In Experiment 1.1,
outliers were removed from the CSI values using Hampel Identifier, then DWT was applied
to denoise the signal and PCA to reduce the dimension of the dataset. Then features were
extracted from the preprocessed data to use in SVM and LSTM to classify activities. In the
case of Experiment 1.2, Hampel Identifier and Discrete Wavelet Transform were applied as
in Experiment 1.1, however, PCA and feature extraction were omitted.

A relative comparison of the obtained results is taken with related prior work per-
formed using Intel Wi-Fi Link (IWL) 5300 NIC [12]. The used patch for Intel 5300 NIC work
is available on the GitHub page: https://github:com/dhalperi/linux-80211n-csitool [21].

2.2. Scope

The paper’s primary work scope was to evaluate possibilities for using cost-effective
and less complicated hardware (Raspberry Pi) for human activity recognition using CSI
information of the Wi-Fi signal. Following is the primary outline of the work.

https://github:com/dhalperi/linux-80211n-csitool
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• We patched the Wi-Fi driver of the Raspberry Pi 3 B+, Pi 4B, and Asus RT-AC86U
with the stable version of open-source Nexmon firmware.

• We extracted the indoor environment’s CSI information for the following activities on
frequency bandwidth 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz (note, that not all activities were
performed for all experiments, see Section 9)

– EMPTY
– LYING
– SIT
– STAND
– SIT-DOWN
– STAND-UP
– WALK
– FALL

• We made a quantitative features dataset by denoise the CSI data for possible outliers,
performed principal component analysis (PCA), and extracted a feature matrix.

• We used the feature matrix for machine learning algorithms such as SVM classifier.
• We denoised raw data and preprocessed CSI data matrix for LSTM.
• The data was divided into a random 80 to 20 ratio for training and testing.

The final results were mapped into confusion matrices for comparison to evaluate the
feasibility of Raspberry Pi and Asus RT-AC86U hardware for a cost-effective and less
complicated alternative with acceptable accuracy.

• We compared the obtained results by one-to-one comparison for the above-mentioned
machine learning algorithms, and a relative comparison of the obtained results with
related prior work performed using IWL 5300 NIC [12].

• CSI data were classified using machine learning algorithms and recurrent neural
networks (RNN).

2.3. Contribution

The following hypotheses were tested:

1. For human activities classification, where data is collected in some controlled envi-
ronment with Raspberry Pi and Asus RT-AC86U hardware, both hardware should
produce relatively comparable similar results and also be consistent with or better than
as published in related work [12] on evaluation with machine learning algorithms.

2. SVM can perform as well as LSTM if the data is properly denoised and a careful
feature design takes place.

3. For LSTM, it is not necessary to preprocess the raw data to achieve state-of-the-
art performance.

Up to the best of our knowledge, the results obtained are the first comprehensive HAR
results using the Nexmon tool. In particular:

1. The results achieved were consistent across the three experiments, including different
setups and different algorithms. The achieved classification results were relatively
similar with both hardware, i.e., Raspberry Pi and Asus RT-AC86U router, in different
environmental conditions and for different sets of activities.

2. The obtained results outperformed previously published results, see the remarks in
Section 3 and the discussion of the results in Section 9.

3. The SVM performance is similar to LSTM. However, it requires a careful data preprocessing.

3. Related Work

As HAR is getting widely used, there are many studies on this topic. In 2017
Wang et al. developed a system called Wi-Fall mainly for detecting falls using Wi-Fi CSI
data [22]. In addition to fall, the following activities were analyzed: walking, sitting down,
and standing up. These activities were performed in three different locations as chamber,
laboratory, and dormitory. Activities were collected using three transmitting and three
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receiving antennas, which means nine streams were analyzed. As a first step anomaly detec-
tion algorithm, more precisely local outlier factor (LOF) was performed. The main idea of
the LOF algorithm is to first calculate the density of a point and its k-nearest neighbors and
then compare the density of each point with its neighbor’s density. If the density of a point is
much smaller than its neighbor’s, then the point is considered to be an outlier. In cases when
the majority of streams had outliers, this activity was considered an anomaly. After anomaly
detection, singular value decomposition (SVD) was performed. It was observed that the
first three samples of the SVD matrix can describe most characteristics of the whole matrix,
so the three best eigenvalues were extracted for use in classification. As a classification tech-
nique, two different classification algorithms were used. First, a one-class support vector
machine (SVM) was utilized to detect falls. The following features were extracted for the
SVM classifier:

• Normalized standard deviation
• Offset of signal strength
• Period of motion
• Median absolute deviation (MAD)
• Interquartile range
• Signal entropy
• Velocity of signal change

As a result, the precision of fall detection was from 83% to 96% depending on the
location of the performed fall and the false alarm rate was from 11% to 18%.

To detect other activities besides fall, random forest was used. With random forest
classification, precision increased and became 89% to 98% with false alarm rate from 10%
to 15%.

In 2019 Ding et al. [23] suggested Wi-Fi CSI based HAR using Deep Recurrent Neural
Network (HARNN). The idea of their approach is to extract features for Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) training and recognize the activity. This work consists of four main parts:

• Human Activity Detecting
• Data Processing
• Feature Extraction
• Human Activity Recognition

The first module is used to detect whether any activity was performed. This decision
is made by a two-level decision tree that uses variance and correlation coefficient of raw
data. If the decision tree detects any activity, the next module is executed. The second
module is responsible for denoising data. The feature extraction module is later performed
on denoised data where two features are extracted, namely channel power variation in
the time domain and time-frequency analysis in the frequency domain. The last module
consists of an LSTM that is trained with extracted features to recognize the activity. The
following activities were analyzed: running, walking, standing, sitting, crouching, and
lying. Activities were collected using Intel 5300 NIC together with CSI Tool [21]. As a
result, the average accuracy of all the above-mentioned activities is 96%.

Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been applied together with
bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) for classification of human activities
including fall [24], achieving an overall accuracy of 95% to 98%. In [12] similar results have
been obtained (with an accuracy of 100% for FALL which was obtained with a multi-staged
approach using two different SVMs for removing false positives).

While the majority of the research is still using Intel 5300 NIC together with the CSI
Tool, latest research was done in 2020 on activity recognition [25] using Raspberry Pi
and Nexmon firmware to extract the CSI data. The following activities were collected:
nothing, stand-up, sit-down, get into bed, cook, washing dishes, brush teeth, drink, pet cat,
sleeping, and walking. The only preprocessing step that was performed on these activities
was a low-pass filter. As a classification model DeepConvLSTM model was implemented
in Python using a deep learning API called keras. As a result, the activity recognition
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precision for the above-mentioned activities varies from 66% to 100%. For similar activities
such as sit-down and stand-up, the precision was 66% and 68% respectively. For pet cat
was 82%, however for all the other activities, the accuracy was higher than 92%. The overall
accuracy of the model was 92%.

In this paper, for the best performing models, i.e., Experiment 1.2 and 2, we achieved
an accuracy of consistently more than 97% (Experiment 1.2 excluding FALL) and more
than 96% including FALL—with 100% for FALL itself, see Table 9 for a summary. For any
single activity this is as at least as good as the results described above and altogether better.
Furthermore, the particularly important FALL activity is perfectly recognized without
using a multiplication-stage approach such as in [12].

4. The Experimental Setup and CSI Data Collection

This section covers the preparation of the experimental setup including the hardware
configuration for the Raspberry Pi 3B+, 4B, and Asus RT-AC86U. It also includes a de-
tailed explanation of challenges and workarounds. This section discusses the system’s
architecture and propagation model of the LOS scenario and the human activities’ CSI
data collection.

For the experimental setup, the data collection was done with a dual-band router
Fritzbox (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz), Pi 3B+ and Pi 4B, and Asus RT-AC86U.

4.1. Hardware Detail

CSI is the collection of data that explains how wireless signals propagate from a
transmitter to a receiver, which means it is a mode of communicating amplitude and phase-
specific data of individual subcarriers over a transmitting and receiving antenna pairing in
the IEEE 802.11N standard [26]. There are exclusively some manufacturers who make this
CSI data available to practitioners. The design of standardized CSI implementation was
to control the connection quality. As commercial CSI solutions have been becoming more
convenient, numerous comprehensive nonstandard CSI applications have become relevant.
For the experimentation, an NIC Broadcom BCM43455c0 and Asus RT-AC86U router
were used. Both NICs support the IEEE802.11n/ac standard with MU-MIMO, making it
suitable for the frequency band of 20 MHz, 40 MHz, and 80 MHz. On 40 MHz, there are
128 subcarriers; 108 for data, 6 for the pilot, and 14 as null subcarriers. For the duration
of data collection, each packet contained the data of all the 128 subcarriers. However, in
reality only 114 subcarriers are useful for HAR on Pi NIC. Raspberry Pi official operating
system (OS) version Raspbian Buster Kernel v4.19.97 was used on Pi 3B+ and Pi 4B.
The default kernel version loaded with the Wi-Fi BCM firmware version does not support
the monitor mode to capture the CSI data. The default drivers of NIC by the manufacturer
do not enable the monitoring mode functionalities for the end-users.

Another two experiments based on Asus RT-AC86U frequency band of 80 MHz are
used in entirely different surroundings with 256 subcarriers. In these experiments, the
frequency of 5 GHz was chosen since it has less interference than 2.4 GHz [27,28]. One of
the Asus RT-AC86U routers is configured to be an access point (AP), and the second one
a CSI extractor that has patched with Nexmon firmware which enables the extraction of
the CSI data. Additionally, Intel NUC was used that acts as a sender to generate the traffic
by sending ping packets to the AP, then AP replies with a pong packet back to the sender.
The CSI extractor then captures and extracts CSI data for each pong (see Figure 1).
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AP

CSI
extractor

Sender

Ping

Pong

Figure 1. Wi-Fi frame captured at each device.

4.2. Firmware Patch
4.2.1. Raspberry Pi

Raspberry Pi’s monitoring mode needs to be enabled using the Nexmon patch for
BCM43455c0 NIC to capture CSI data. The stable patch can be cloned from the Github
directory https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon [7].

There were some instabilities with the latest released patch 7_45_206 at Nexmon
GitHub [7] encountered, some of the major instability issues were as follow:

• Pi 4 automatic loading driver after reboot #437
• Unable to change to channels on 80 MHz bandwidth on Pi 4 #434
• airodump-ng not working with Pi 4 and 7_45_206 #433
• Removing firmware channel restrictions #443
• Pi 4 cannot collect CSI packets #448
• Corrupted captured data on RPi4 4B #444
• 0 packets captured #62
• Problem with sending frames in 5 GHz channels (RBPi 4) #425

Due to the instability problem faced in patch 7_45_206, the older stable Nexmon patch
BCM43455c0 with version 7_45_189 on Rasbian OS Buster Kernel v4.19.97 was used for the
experimentation.

The patched firmware enabled the NIC to steer on the desired channel and bandwidth
as supported by the geographically selected region. The Nexmon’s monitoring mode
enabled the dump of the selected channel’s CSI information with the selected bandwidth.

4.2.2. Asus RT-AC86U Router

The hardware details covered in Section 4.1 apply to the Asus RT-AC86U router as
well. The Nexmon CSI tool allows extracting the CSI data on the Asus RT-AC86U router,
which has Wi-Fi chip BCM4366c0. The Nexmon patch for Wi-Fi chip BCM4366c0 with
version 10_10_122_20 we used was cloned from the Github repository https://github.
com/seemoo-lab/nexmon_csi [7].

4.3. Hardware Tuning and Firmware Patching Problem

As highlighted in the above section, there were some common problems encountered.

• Inability to change the channels on 80 MHz bandwidth on Pi 4 #434: Many commu-
nity members have reported this, and the reason for it was region-specific channel
allocation in 802.11ac. To fix this problem we configured the channels and respective
bandwidth for the European region as listed in and add the desired channel to the
“regulations.c” file of the firmware patch.

• The second most common issue was 0 packets captured #62: This happens either if the
configured channel’s monitoring mode or the router channel configuration is different
from the monitoring device.

https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon
https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon_csi
https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon_csi
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The other common reason for it is that if the data traffic is overloaded to the configured
channel bandwidth, the channel would switch to higher bandwidth on the router be-
cause of frequency hopping. Similarly, the Nexmon patched hardware also auto-tunes
itself on an available frequency spectrum regardless of the configuration. In the 802.11
standards, the “listen-before-talk” protocol has always been used, where segmenta-
tion in the transmitting medium is an essential component of the synchronization
mechanism. This enables the co-existence of the channels in the same space by many
access points. The BSSID adapts dynamically bandwidth per frame, which is one of
the elements of the 802.11ac protocol. It helps achieve the best signal bandwidth and
power steering based on the throughput requirement [29]. To sort out the frequency
hopping challenge, constant monitoring of the traffic on the router is required, and
maintaining the data traffic as per Table 2 may help.

Table 2. Data rate on 802.11ac wave2 [30].

Mode Maximum Rate Antennas TX/RX

1 × 1 40 MHz 200 Mbps 1 TX/1 RX

2 × 2 40 MHz 400 Mbps 2 TX/2 RX

1 × 1 80 MHz 433 Mbps 1 TX/1 RX

2 × 2 80 MHz 866 Mbps 2 TX/2 RX

1 × 1 160 MHz 866 Mbps 1 TX/1 RX

2 × 2 160 MHz 1.73 Gbps 2 TX/2 RX

4.4. Activity Environment Depiction

For the CSI data collection, rooms of size of approximate 4 m × 4.5 m were used.
The experimental architecture for Experiment 1 is depicted in the Figure 2a, the data

was collected with LOS. There were four activities performed with LOS: EMPTY, STAND,
SIT and WALK.

Experiment 2 was performed in a room of size 3.5 m × 4.5 m that is illustrated in
Figure 2b. The distance between transmitter and receiver is around 5 m. In this experiment
data for the following activities were collected: WALK, SIT, STAND, SIT-DOWN, STAND-
UP, and FALL as a significant additional activity. These activities were performed in
different parts of the room to avoid dependence of the activity recognition from the
location of the performed activity. The area in Figure 2b with green color highlights the
area where activity WALK was performed, with color blue depicts the area where activities
SIT, STAND, SIT-DOWN, and STAND-UP were performed, and with yellow marked the
area where the activity FALL was performed.

Figure 2c demonstrates the room layout of Experiment 3. The size of the room is
4.5 m × 5 m. In this experiment, the data were collected for five activities: EMPTY, LYING,
SIT, STAND, and WALK in the LOS scenario. All five activities were performed in different
parts of the room.

The experimental setup for HAR experiments involving fall detection, in particular,
was evaluated by the security officer of the Frankfurt University of Applied Sciences, and
a risk assessment was established with assistance from a medical doctor classifying our
study as a HAR experiment in accordance with the ethical principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki [31].
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Figure 2. Experimental setups.

5. Propagation Model of Radio Signal

As the CSI data is significantly altered based on human activities, let us consider the
time-variant model of the Wi-Fi signal propagation in an indoor environment. For the
reader’s convenience we briefly summarize the signal theoretic foundations of the propa-
gation model used and refer to [5,28] for further details.

Human activities and their effect on Wi-Fi signals propagation is shown in Figure 3.
Assuming LOS scenario, as shown in Figure 3 with the propagation path dLOS and mul-
tipath scattering propagation along the path dt to dt+n. The receiver power PR can be
described using the Friis transmission Equation (1) as follows:

PR(d) =
(

λ

4πd

)2
GTGRPT , (1)

where λ is the wavelength and GT is the transmitter gain, GR receiver gain, and PT trans-
mitted power [32]. As the distance dt+n varies w.r.t. time (t) and the human positioning,
the received signal’s PSD varies as represented in Equation (2)

PR(dt+n) =

(
λ

4πdt+n

)2
GTGRPT , (2)

where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}.
While analyzing HAR based on signal strength alone is possible in principle (see

e.g., [33]) , much more fine-granular data than signal strength is available, namely channel
state information (CSI). In the sequel we closely follow the notation from [34]. Assuming M
antennas and denoting the OFDM symbol of the sender as g(t) = ∑N

n=1 sne−jπn∆ f t, t ∈ [0, T],
where T = 1/∆ f is the symbol duration, ∆ f is the subcarrier spacing, and sn is the
modulated information onto the nth subcarrier [5], then the lth baseband received signal
vector x(l)(t), containing the signals received is

x(l)(t) =
Q

∑
q=1

α(ϕq)γ
(l)
q g(t− τq) + n(l)(t) ∈ CM×1, (3)

where l ∈ {1, . . . , L} and L is the number of snapshots taken, the vector n(l)(t) ∈ CM×1

is modeling additive noise for every antenna and γ
(l)
q is the complex attenuation along
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the signal path q. The mth entry αm(ϕq) of the array response vector α(ϕq) ∈ CM×1 is the
response of the mth antenna to the qth path arriving from angle ϕq and depends on the
antenna geometry.

Figure 3. Human activities and effect on Wi-Fi signals propagation.

Substituting into (3) and sampling the received signal at rate N times the symbol rate
(1/T), i.e., at time instants kT/N, the received signal vector becomes (bn denoting the
sampled sn)

x(l)k =
Q

∑
q=1

α(ϕq)γ
(l)
q

N

∑
n=1

bne−jπn(k/N−∆ f τq) + n(l)
k . (4)

Collecting N samples and applying N-point discrete Fourier transformation, results in

x(l)n =
N−1

∑
n=0

x(l)k e−j2πn k
N = sn

Q

∑
q=1

α(ϕq)γ
(l)
q e−jπn∆ f τq + n(l)

n . (5)

The knowledge of sn can now be obtained from the network chip set (Nexmon)
because it can be calculated from the known training symbols and the received data as

h(l)
n =

s∗n
|sn|2

x(l)n =
Q

∑
q=1

α(ϕq)γ
(l)
q e−jπn∆ f τq + w(l)

n ∈ CM×1, (6)

where the channel measurement noise at subcarrier n is expressed by w(l)
n , n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.

Fundamental to applying CSI to HAR is the fact, that α(ϕq) in (6) contains geometric
information such as the AoA and the arrival time (time of flight or ToF) that is heavily
influenced by human activities. Henceforth, knowing h(l)

n enables one to learn about the
activities encoded implicitly into α(ϕq) and henceforth enables HAR. Furthermore, instead
of just a single received power PR, we have data for every subcarrier (30 to 256 depending
on the number of subcarriers) available; thus, instead of a single real number, we have 30
to 256 complex numbers available for analysis. Therefore, the CSI data are much richer
and finely granular and their variation supports the different activity classifications.

6. CSI Data Collection

For the CSI data collection, it is necessary to enable monitoring mode on the receiver
using Nexmon patched firmware and using the nexutil utility tuning the NIC on the same
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channel and frequency band as the used router and transmitter. The detailed guide is
available on the Nexmon GitHub repository https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon or
https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon_csi [7] for the CSI data collection.

In another experiment with Asus RT-AC86U, the experimental setup was similar,
where Intel NUC was used as TX without patching and Asus RT-AC86U as RX in monitor-
ing mode on 80 MHz with patched Nexmon firmware.

For each activity, the Raspberry Pi 3B+ without patching any firmware was used
to create some network traffic with UDP packets. Another Raspberry Pi 3B+, Pi 4B was
configured at 40 MHz at channel 36 (the European region selected for the geographical
area) in monitoring mode with patched firmware. A Fritzbox dual-band router was used
as a Wi-Fi network bridge at channel 36 with 40 MHz bandwidth with a spectrum of 5 GHz
frequency band. There was no patching of the firmware done on the Fritzbox router. It acts
as the Wi-Fi media between transmitter Pi and receiver Pi.

After enabling the monitor mode, whenever there was traffic on the network, the CSI
data could be captured using the user datagram protocol (UDP) packets with the sender
address as 10.10.10.10 and broadcasted packets to the destination address 255.255.255.255.
Using the tcpdump tool or Wireshark, the CSI data packets were dumped into the .pcap
files for later analysis.

All data generated in the experiments and used in this work is available online
(https://dx.doi.org/10.21227/xr6j-0255) see remark in “Sample Availability” below.

6.1. Challenges Faced for the CSI Based HAR Techniques

There are several challenges to using the collected CSI information for the classification
of activities. Firstly, CSI data provides the Wi-Fi signal variations caused by human
activities, white noise, and variability in the surrounding events other than unplanned
human activities. These factors were responsible for making CSI raw data inappropriate
to use directly for classification using machine learning. Numerous precondition and
denoising techniques were used to make the data fit for use. These techniques are discussed
in detail in Section 7. Secondly, the presence of pilot and null carriers in the channel, which
gives the trend of constant slope and a common characteristic to all the collected data
irrespective of the activities, make it difficult for machine learning and classification. These
outliers in data are eliminated by identifying and removing such data points. Third,
the transitioning of the activity states and sudden peaks due to abnormal change in human
actions gives poor segmentation to the activities’ classification. This difficulty arose due
to the close resemblance between CSI signatures for different human activities, such as
walking vs. standing and sitting vs. standing action. The transition states lead to a high
number of false positives. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to transform CSI data for
power spectral density and extract its magnitude.

To denoise the data, Hample filtering and Wavelet signal methods were used.
The principal component analysis was applied to extract the feature matrix using mo-
ments of order up to fourth. This data was then used for SVM with time-efficient training
and classifying the activities. Besides, denoised raw data were used to train the LSTM
algorithm with rigorous and deep learning to classify.

6.2. Challenges of Router Frequency Hopping and AGC While CSI Data Collection

As described in Section 4.2 in the data collection process challenges occurred—two of
which are explained below.

1. The first challenge is frequency hopping/automatic frequency band steering on
802.11ac standard. In fact, this is not a problem for the 802.11ac standard; instead,
it is the feature for the better utilization of the frequency spectrum with better data
traffic and power management. The method of signal bandwidth and power steering
based on the throughput is enabled in most routers to achieve this, a clear-channel
assessment approach is used.

https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon
https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon_csi
https://github.com/seemoo-lab/nexmon_csi
https://dx.doi.org/10.21227/xr6j-0255
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(a) When Raspberry Pi is configured to 40 Mhz in monitoring mode to capture
the CSI data with the Nexmon tool and when the traffic on the network is high
enough for the bandwidth on 40 Mhz, then the router automatically hops to
use 80 MHz bandwidth, and so the CSI data capturing gets stopped on the
configured channel.

(b) Similarly, when the receiver is configured in monitoring mode at 80 MHz, if
the network traffic exceeds the maximum throughput of 80 MHz, the next
hopping for 160 MHz is performed.

The frequency hopping can be avoided by carefully controlling the network traffic
and packet transmission on the selected band to avoid exceeding the throughput
limit.

2. The second challenge is automatic gain control (AGC) compensating for the signal am-
plitude attenuation and adaptive loading applied by the radio modules automatically.
Thus, the router modulates the PSD of each subcarrier. The variation in the amplitude
occurs for individual subcarriers instantaneously irrespective of the change in the
surroundings. It creates sharp spikes in CSI data and a false impression of activities in
the experimental setup’s surroundings. In this research work, no counter techniques
were implemented to handle this challenge. However, removing the sharp spike
outliers and limiting the amplitude maximum range axis by taking the optimal aver-
age of the activity countermeasure helped to tame the undesired artificial variations.
Alternatively, one could apply CSI calibration techniques described in [35] or [36] to
compensate for undesired effects of the AGC.

7. CSI Data Preprocessing and Feature Extraction

The CSI data contains information on the subcarriers groups, but not all of them
are carrying useful information and the data is very noisy. There are some practical
concerns to implement machine learning algorithms on time-series data. The enormous
collected data in a controlled environment differ significantly from the real-world scenarios.
The collected data need to be refined before feeding into machine learning tools. It has
some shortcomings, and it is not free from outliers, unuseful information, and unpredic-
tive spikes in the data, making it unsuitable for direct use for ML and DL algorithms.
Several preprocessing techniques are applied to deal with low-quality data, which involve
frequency domain representation of data, outlier, and data smoothening techniques.

The data is then further processed for feature extractions and prepared to feed into
machine learning algorithms. This section explains the method used to preprocess the CSI
data and then use it as input for SVM and LSTM algorithms.

7.1. CSI Data Preprocessing Methodology
7.1.1. Experiment 1: Raspberry Pi 3B+, 4B Using SVM and LSTM

CSI data are affected significantly by noise and ambiguities caused by hardware and
firmware. To make the CSI data useful for the machine learning and deep learning algo-
rithms for the classification of human activities, it required some denoising of the data and
preprocessing. This section explains the method used to preprocess the CSI data to input
SVM and LSTM algorithms. In the first experiment, each packet of the collected CSI data at
40 MHz contained 128 subcarriers in total, where 108 were used for payload, 6 for the pilot,
and 14 as null subcarriers. The CSI data was preprocessed, then using this processed data,
activity classification using machine learning and deep learning was achieved. First, the
collected activity files were segmented into multiple files, where each file contained
150 packets. Second, the data was the denoised and reliable payload of the CSI data
extracted by removing the null and pilot subcarriers. In the third step, the fourteen features
from each segmented file were extracted for the first two PCA components, and then the
feature matrix was fed for the classification using SVM and LSTM.

The preconditioning of the CSI data aims to remove the undesired data packets and
subcarriers from each type of human activity raw data file. Each collected raw CSI file
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was first segmented into an equal size of 150 packets. Each packet contained in total
128 subcarriers, i.e., a raw matrix of [m× n], where m = 150 rows and n = 128 columns.
As not all of them are useful, it is necessary to remove the pilot subcarriers CSIp indexes
±11, ±25, ±53 [37], eliminating the null subcarriers CSInull indexes 0, ±1, ±59, ±60, ±61,
±62, ±63, ±64, and there are some unchanged subcarriers CSIun indexes ±2, ±3. This
removal of the subcarriers gives at the end a matrix of [150 × 104] for each segmented file,
see Algorithm 1. This preconditioning is further depicted in Figure 4 below.

In Figure 4 the experimental data shows that the peaks at central frequency and
waveform of pilot, null and unchanged subcarriers are removed on preprocessing the
collected CSI data by eliminating the CSIp = ±11, ±25, ±53 , CSInull 0, ±1, ±59, ±60, ±61,
±62, ±63, ±64, and CSIun ±2, ±3 from the raw data.

Algorithm 1 CSI-DATA PREPROCESSING

Input: Raw data as CSIraw, pilot, null and unchanged subcarriers as CSIp, CSInull, and

CSIun

Output: CSI preconditioned as CSIprecond

1: CSIprecond ← CSIraw - CSIp - CSInull - CSIun

Figure 4. CSIraw and CSIprecond data.

7.1.2. Experiments 2 and 3: Asus RT-AC86U Using LSTMs

In the other experiments where Asus RT-AC86U routers with 80 MHz were used,
there are 256 subcarriers. In this case pilot and null subcarriers were not removed.
For a comparison purpose, two different approaches were applied to scale the CSI data.
In the first, the data was normalized and directly used in the LSTM network (Experiment
2). In the second approach (Experiment 3), the data was standardized. Figure 5 depicts
both approaches schematically.

Data Scaling LSTM Neural
Network

Raw CSI
data

Figure 5. Data flow.
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7.2. Hampel Identifier—Outlier Removal for Experiment 1

The CSI magnitude extracted contains noise and outliers caused by the various sources
such as adaptive loading and AGC of the carrier frequency offset system nonlinearity.
The noise causes spikes in the received magnitude, which can mislead as unexpected
activities for the classification and result in inadequate machine learning and testing. The
Hampel filter was applied to eliminate outliers and make the CSI data more reliable
and smooth.

Using the Hampel identifier, the Hampel filter block detects and excludes the outliers
of the input signal. A variance of the three-sigma rule of statistics was implemented in the
Hampel identifier, which is effective against outliers. For each input sample, it calculates
the median absolute deviation (MAD) of the current sample and neighboring samples
of size (Wlen – 1)/2 where Wlen is the window length in either direction of the current
sample [38]. The window length equal to 3 was chosen because this window length gave
optimum removal of outliers.

Let nσ be the threshold value and σi the standard deviation of current sample. For a
current sample CSImag (i), the algorithm worked as follows. It adjusts the window of odd
length at the current sample CSImag (i) to calculate the local median for the current sample
window of CSI data as depicted in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 OUTLIER REMOVAL

Input: CSImed ← local median of current window (Wlen = 3) of CSImag (i)

Output: Outliers removed as CSIham

1: Compare the current sample (i) with nσ × σi

2: if CSImag(i)− CSImed(i) > nσ × σi then

3: CSImag(i) = CSImed(i)

4: end if

5: CSIham ← CSImag(i)

Thus, when the if condition is true, it recognizes the current sample, CSImag(i), as an
outlier and replaces it with the median value CSImed(i) else it keeps it unchanged.

It can be seen in Figure 6 that the outlier peaks and unsymmetrical magnitude varia-
tions are reduced compare to the preprocessed data.

Figure 6. CSI denoising process.

7.3. Noise Attenuation Using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) for Experiment 1

The obtained CSIham was free from potential outliers. However, the received wavelet
was not smoothed. There are many minor spikes with micro-steps. The plotted CSI looks
as depicted in the Figure 6. The noise comes from micro variations in system nonlinearities,
the ambient temperature and humidity in the air [39,40].

Discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) is a well-known technique in signal
processing [41]. To reduce the signal distortions preprocessing of the CSI data with
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wavelets in the frequency domain was carried out. To this we applied the orthogonal
wavelet method symlet sym6. There are numerous mother wavelet techniques available
such as Haar, Symlet, Coiflet, Mexican Hat, Morlet.

Symlet wavelet sym6 provided the best result with the level of wavelet decomposition
“5”. The inherent ability to process signals in different frequencies and levels can be crucial
in measuring transmissions’ behavior in different frequency segments. Therefore, it is a
relatively simple method to identify the distortion inside the transmission and reduce it.
Finally, after applying the DWT denoising technique, the obtained data is cleaned from the
anomalies, the reformed waveforms are smoother and free from noise, microspikes, and
outliers, see Algorithm 3. Figure 6 shows an example of the final waveforms for an activity.

Algorithm 3 DENOISING

χ = 1800 number of files for activities

Input: Noisy signal = χ with CSIham

Output: CSIham+denoised

1: CSIDWT ← DWT on (CSIham) with wavelet decomposition (level = 5) & (wavelet

scheme = sym6)

2: CSIham+denoised = CSIDWT

7.4. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as Dimension Reduction for Experiment 1.1

The magnitude of CSI data is now preconditioned, free from the pilot, null, unchanged
subcarriers, outliers, and noise. Further, we still have a matrix CSIdenoised [150 × 104] for
each file, where columns represent 104 dimensions. For each activity, the number of files
is 1800, so the total data dimension would become 1800 × CSIdenoised. This data is quite
significant to use for activity classification. PCA’s main motive is to extract the essential
data in a smaller dimension without losing vital information and characteristics. PCA
contributes for transforming a large set of variables into a smaller one while the reduced
dimension still contains most of the extensive dimension information.

In our case, the first two components represent 75% to 81% of the variance of the data.
So the whole dimension of [150 × 104] was reduced to [150 × 2] while preserving vital
features. The columns correspond to the subcarriers, and the rows correspond to the values
of these subcarriers in each packet.

For each activity, the total dimension of the dataset transformed as [1800 × 150 × 2].
The PCA algorithm that is used for dimension reduction is depicted in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 PCA
χ = 1800 number of files for activities

Input: extensive dimension matrix = χ with (CSIham+denoised [150 × 104])

Output: Principal components as CSIpca

1: CSIout [150 × 2]← PCA on χ with (CSIham+denoised [150 × 104])

2: CSIpca ← CSIout

7.5. Feature Extraction for Experiment 1.1

After applying PCA, the CSI matrix CSIpca is used in two different ways for the
machine learning algorithms. First, by extracting seven features, namely:

1. Standard Deviation
2. Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD)
3. Median
4. Mean
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5. Second Central Moment (Variance)
6. Third Central Moment (Skewness)
7. Fourth Central Moment (Kurtosis)

Thus for two PCA components, it provides a total of fourteen features for every
CSIpca data matrix as CSI f eatures which is used in Experiment 1.1 and further used for SVM,
see Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 FEATURE EXTRACTION

χ = 1800 number of files for activities

Input: reduced dimension matrix χ with CSIpca [150 × 2] ;

Output: The features as CSI f eatures

1: CSIout [150 × 14]← Feature extraction on χ with (CSIpca [150 × 2])

2: CSI f eatures ← CSIout [150 × 14]

In the second method, the extracted CSIpca is used for the LSTM network without
extracting any feature matrix for Experiment 1.2.

The block diagram representation of the whole preprocessing is shown in Figure 7.

CSIout [150 x 2]   PCA  (Ɐ Activity (1800 (CSIdenoised @ [150 x 104] )));

CSIpca  CSIout

CSI raw data [150 x 128]

CSIraw, and index for [CSIp,CSInull, CSIun]

CSImag [150 x 104] Ɐ [4 x 1800]  FFT (CSIprecond [150 x 104])

CSIprecond [150 x 104] CSIraw [150 x 128] - CSIp -  CSInull -  CSIun

Total files @ each activity 1800 data file → 4 x 1800

DWT Ɐ 1800 x CSIham @ [150 x 104]

wavelet decomposition level @  5

Symlet Wavelet scheme = 'sym6'

CSIham [150 x 104] Ɐ [4 x 1800]  hampel (CSImag [150 x 104])

CSIham+denoised

CSIfeature [150 x 14]  7 Feature  (Ɐ Activity (1800 (CSIpca @ [150 x 2] )));

Figure 7. CSI-denoised using Hampel, DW00, and then PCA.
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8. HAR Classification and Performance Analysis

Numerous classification algorithms are used in the related works for the HAR and
classification of these activities; some of the well-known ones are SVM, KNN, and random
forest [3,11,12,42,43]. In previous sections, CSI data were preconditioned, denoised, and a
feature matrix was prepared to classify the activities. This section covers the implemented
machine learning and neural networks algorithms used for the human activities classifica-
tion. There are several algorithm tuning parameters used for optimizing machine learning
and neural networks. The achieved results of classifications are also discussed.

8.1. HAR Classification Using Support Vector Machine for Experiment 1.1

Support vector machines are well-known machine learning methods [44] for clas-
sification or regression problems. As in our case, we have multiple classes to classify,
a multi-class approach is required.

8.2. Multiclass Classification Using SVM for Experiment 1.1

The SVM is suitable for classification when the data has precisely two classes and
is linearly separable. Yet, it becomes unsuitable for the multiclass when the data is not
linearly separable because the hyperplane of SVM can divide only for binary classes.
Nevertheless, the same principle of dividing the class with hyperplane can be used by
clustering the data in multiple clouds and using soft-margin SVM to find the hyper-
plane of maximal margin within an acceptable tolerance of nonlinear data points on the
decision boundaries.

Two different approaches can be used to achieve multiclass SVM classification: One-to-
One and One-to-Rest. In the One-to-One approach, every two classes are divided with the
hyperplane and by ignoring the rest of the classes. In the One-to-Rest approach, choosing
the hyperplane separates one class from all other classes, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Multi-SVM approaches.

8.3. Deep Neural Network

An LSTM network falls into the deep neural network class. It uses an input layer
and multiple nonlinear processing layers working in parallel, known as the hidden lay-
ers. This is inspired by the biological neural network and an output layer; these hid-
den layers use the previous layer’s output as input. All the layers are connected with
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nodes, also called neurons. One of the deep learning algorithms is the recurrent neural
networks (RNN).

8.3.1. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

RNN is a deep learning network that uses past information and updates its neural
network to improve present and future inputs. The unique feature of RNN is the use of
hidden states and loops between different states, see e.g., Figure 9. RNN uses the weights
for learning; it retains the current input state weight and hidden state weight. In simple
words, for the sequential classification problems, RNN has a hidden state loopback that
retains previous states’ weight and feeds them forward.

It is well-known that, with time, information retention becomes problematic as it
suffers from the so-called vanishing gradient problems. RNN uses the loss function, which
is the difference between the actual value and the predicted value. This loss function is
backpropagated to calculate the gradient and adjust the weights for network learning.
Because the gradient adjustment is recursively applied multiple times, the gradient might
either explode or vanish [45]. In both cases, the learning of the network gets worse.
To mitigate this problem, LSTM [46] invented a specialized variant of RNN.

Figure 9. Single-cell of RNN with hidden units.

8.3.2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

LSTM is a deep learning network that uses RNN methodology for learning.
The RNN experiences gradient explosion or shrinking in long-term relationships while
training, which resulted in low effectiveness and accuracy. LSTM uses additional gates to in-
fluence and better guide the next state’s learning to overcome this problem.
Gates helps to decide whether the previous state’s output is helpful for the output of
the next state or it is better to forget the previous state weights for better improvement of
the learning and training.

8.3.3. CSI Data Selection for LSTM for Experiment 1.1 and for Experiment 1.2

For the implementation of LSTM, there were two types of data sets prepared. The
first one is as described in the Section 7.5. For each CSI data packet in Experiment 1.1,
14 features were extracted using the first two PCA components as shown in Figure 10.

Algorithm 6 used for the LSTM Experiment 1.2 is depicted below:

Algorithm 6 DATASET EXTRACTION FOR EXPERIMENT 1.2
χ = 1800 number of files for activities

Input: CSIham+denoised

Output: Data set for Experiment 1.2

1: CSIout [150 × 104]← χ with CSIham+denoised @ [150 × 104]
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LSTM approach 

using CSI extracted 

features [150 x 14]

Hampel filtered CSI data [150 x 104]

CSIHAM

Total files @ each activity 1800 file → [4 x 1800]

DWT Ɐ 1800 x CSIham @ [150 x 104]

wavelet decomposition level @  5

Symlet Wavelet scheme = 'sym6'

Ɐ 1800 x CSItemp @ [150 x 104]

LSTM  approach using CSI-denoised [150 x 104]

LSTM on featured 

data?
NO

Ɐ  1800 CSIpca  

@ [150 x 2] 

Experiment1.2  

CSIham+denoised

LSTM

YES

Experiment1.1   

CSIFeatures

Figure 10. LSTM data matrix selection for Experiment 1.1 and Experiment 1.2.

In the second approach, the activity file is denoised without PCA, without selectively
extracted features, as shown in Figure 10. Preferably the whole data matrix [150 × 104]
which is Experiment 1.2 is used as an input for the training/testing of LSTM. The second
approach is used to avoid losing vital features from the data while selecting the 14 features
based on PCA reduced dimensions.

8.3.4. LSTM Model Architecture of Experiment 1.1 and Experiment 1.2

For the implementation of LSTM for the CSI data classification, an eight layer network
was designed. It involves the following:

1. One input layer.
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2. Two hidden LSTM layers of 125 and 100 hidden units simultaneously to learn long-
term dependencies.

3. Two dropout layers with 20% neurons dropout for every 10 epochs to avoid the
gradient explosion problem and stable learning without any glitches.

4. Four fully connected network layers, each activity followed by a softmax layer for
transforming the weights between 0 to 1.

5. A classification layer for the activity classifications.

The adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) optimizer uses the lower order moments
and gradients of the first order for effective stochastic optimization in the training
options [47] because is computationally efficient, has little memory requirement, is in-
variant to diagonal rescaling of gradients, and is well suited for problems that are large in
terms of data/parameters. As described in Section 8.2, higher-order moments were not
useful for better machine learning and improving the classification. The max epochs size
between 40 to 45, a minibatch size of 32, and a validation factor for every 130 to 135 itera-
tions are configured for the best outcome. A gradient threshold set as one and piecewise
dropping rate methodology avoids the exploding gradient problem and overfitting. The
LSTM network architecture is illustrated in Figure 11.

LSTM_1

H=125

Dropout_1

20%

LSTM_2

H=100

4 Fully 

connected 
Softmax 

Dropout_2

20%
classification

Sequence 

input;

Dim=14 or 104

Figure 11. LSTM network architecture.

8.3.5. Overfitting Problem of LSTM

With the deep learning algorithms, overfitting of the model is a common problem.
Overfitting occurs when the model achieves very high accuracy while training but classifies
the data inadequately or sometimes drastically fails when exposed to classify new test
data. If the training losses decrease but the validation losses increases, that is a sign
of overfitting.

Overfitting can be avoided by simplifying the network design. Adding more hidden
layers does not always improve the efficiency of the model. Finding a fair tradeoff between
the number of hidden layers used, the number of neurons in each hidden layer, and adding
the drop-out layers with piecewise dropping of neurons and reducing the learning rate
every 10 epochs facilitated better performance of the LSTM network. Another approach
is early stopping. If the validation losses start rising and there is a drop in the learning
accuracy, it is better to stop network training early. In the Figure 12 training is early stopped
on completion of 34 epochs yielding an accuracy of 98.89%.

8.3.6. LSTM Model Architecture of Experiment 2

The architecture of LSTM model for Experiment 2 can be observed in Figure 13.
This model consists of the following layers:

1. Sequence input layer, where the input dimension is equal to 256, since the number of
subcarriers for Experiment 2 is 256.

2. LSTM layer with 100 hidden units.
3. A dropout layer with 40% probability of dropping out the input elements.
4. Six fully connected layers.
5. Softmax layer.
6. A classification layer for the activity classifications.
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Figure 12. LSTM network training and validation plot.

Sequence Input Dropout Layer ClassificationFully Connected
Layer Softmax layerLSTM Layer

Figure 13. LSTM network architecture of Experiment 2.

As an optimizer, the ADAM optimizer with default parameter values was used. A
max epoch size of 60 was set, since a higher max epoch size was not giving better results;
however, the learning time was increasing. As a mini-batch size, the value of 32 was chosen.

8.3.7. LSTM Model Architecture of Experiment 3

Figure 14 demonstrates the summary of the LSTM model for Experiment 3 (Table 1).
The LSTM layer has 64 units with an input shape of (500, 256), where 500 is the number of
packets, and 256 is the number of subcarriers. The next layer is the dropout layer with a
0.5 value to control the overfitting; after that, there is a dense layer with 32 units with an
activation ReLU. The last layer of the model is the output layer, which is also a dense layer
with activation softmax. The model is compiled with the categorical_crossentropy loss.
Additionally, the Accuracy metric is computed during training. The ADAM optimizer is
used with a learning_rate of 1 × 10−4.

Figure 14. LSTM network architecture of Experiment 3.

Figure 15 demonstrates the exponential decay scheduling for the LSTM model for ex-
periment 3. The learning rate between 1 × 10−4 and 1 × 10−3 has the minimum loss value.
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Figure 15. Exponential decay schedule for Experiment 3.

9. Classification Results
9.1. Experiment 1.1: Summary of Multiclass SVM Classification Based on Pi 3B+ and
Pi 4B Hardware

Multiclass SVM with the One-to-One approach and with polynomial kernel and error-
correcting output codes (ECOC) model is applied to classify the four activities, SIT, STAND,
WALK, and EMPTY by using the features mentioned in Section 7.5 for training the network.

The ECOC method allows a multiclass classification problem to present as a multiple
binary classification problem. A box constrains parameter referred to as C = 8.48 is the
model’s optimization’s tradeoff parameter. It supports making the class boundaries stricter.
The multiclass SVM model is executed with cross-validation of 10 fold to estimate the loss
function and validate the training accuracy.

The achieved classification results are presented in Table 3. The confusion matrix
illustrates the recall (diagonal values) and precision after the classification of activities.
The multi SVM model accomplished approximately 96% of the training accuracy and the
precision achieved between 95% to 98.9% for different classes.
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Table 3. Confusion matrix multiclass-SVM with Experiment 1.1.

Predicted

EM
PT

Y

SI
T

ST
A

N
D

W
A

LK

Pr
ec

is
io

n

A
ct

ua
l EMPTY 97.8 0.0 0.0 2.2 98.9

SIT 0.5 95.6 2.8 1.1 95.0
STAND 0.0 4.4 95.3 0.3 95.5
WALK 0.5 0.5 1.8 97.2 96.4

9.2. Experiment 1: Summary of LSTM Classification Based on Pi 3B+ and Pi 4B Hardware

The prepared data sets, first Experiment 1.1 and the second data set of Experiment
1.2, as described in the previous Section 8.3.4, are fed to the LSTM network. The obtained
results are promising. The achieved classification results are presented in Tables 4 and 5.
The confusion matrix illustrates the recall (diagonal values) and precision after classification
of activities. The precision achieved in Experiment 1.1 with 14 features varied between
88.8% to 96.9%. On the other hand, the precision achieved without extracting the feature
data, e.g., Experiment 1.2 was approximately 97% to 99.7%. These achieved results are very
satisfactory because in another experiment based on Asus RT-AC86U the produced results
were relatively similar when the CSI raw data was processed in a different environment for
similar activities.

Table 4. LSTM HAR classification with feature matrix for Experiment 1.1.

Predicted

EM
PT

Y

SI
T

ST
A

N
D

W
A

LK

Pr
ec

is
io

n

A
ct

ua
l EMPTY 98.6 0.0 0.3 1.1 91.5

SIT 0.0 92.5 7.5 0.0 91.0
STAND 1.4 6.4 90.6 1.6 88.8
WALK 7.8 2.8 3.6 85.8 96.9

Table 5. LSTM HAR classification with denoised for Experiment 1.2.

Predicted

EM
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l EMPTY 99.4 0.0 0.0 0.6 99.7

SIT 0.0 98.3 1.7 0.0 99.7
STAND 0.0 0.3 99.7 0.0 97.0
WALK 0.3 0.0 1.4 98.3 99.4

9.3. Experiments 2 and 3: Summary of LSTM Classification Based on Asus RT-AC86U
9.3.1. Experiment 2: Results after Data Normalization

In Experiment 2 raw CSI data were normalized before training the LSTM model.
With normalized data, an accuracy of 96.2% to 100% was achieved. More detailed results
for Experiment 2 can be observed in Table 6.
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Table 6. Confusion matrix for scaled data for Experiment 2.

Predicted
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SIT 96.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
SIT-DOWN 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0

STAND 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 96.2
STAND-UP 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 96.2

WALK 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 96.0 0.0 100.0
FALL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0

9.3.2. Experiment 3: Results with Data Rescaling

In this experiment, the CSI was collected based on Asus RT-AC86U. With the data
scaling approach for preprocessing, accuracy of 94.1% to 100% was achieved, which is
comparable to the accuracy achieved based on Pi hardware. Table 7 demonstrates the
confusion matrix. It can be observed that WALK, LYING, and EMPTY have the highest
accuracy. SIT and STAND classes have almost the same accuracy. The possible reason for
some misclassification in SIT and STAND can be that both are passive activities and many
waveform characteristics were similar in these activities.

Table 7. Confusion matrix for LSTM HAR classification for Experiment 3.

Predicted
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EMPTY 98.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 98.1
LYING 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 98.0

SIT 0.0 0.0 94.1 5.9 0.0 96.2
STAND 1.9 0.0 3.7 94.4 0.0 94.1
WALK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100.0

9.3.3. Experiment 3: LSTM Model Performance for Different Combinations of
Hyper-Parameter

The LSTM model was trained for 100 epochs with the callback early stopping when
validation accuracy reached greater than 98%. Table 8 illustrates the performance summary
of the LSTM model with different combinations of hyper-parameters of Experiment 3.
Test 1 and Test 5 have similar test accuracy with 98%. Test 5, with learning rate of 1 × 10−3,
reached threshold validation accuracy in 18 epochs, while in Test 1, it took 87 epochs to
reach the threshold validation accuracy with a learning rate of 1 × 10−4.
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Table 8. Model performance on different combinations of hyper-parameters for Experiment 3.
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1 0.5 1 × 10−4 16 1 0.975 0.98
2 0.5 1 × 10−5 16 0.78 0.65 0.62
3 0.5 1 × 10−4 8 0.98 0.964 0.95
4 0.5 1 × 10−4 32 0.98 0.974 0.96
5 0.5 1 × 10−3 16 0.99 0.984 0.98

9.4. Overall Results

Table 9 illustrates the overall performance and achieved results. It can be observed that
all the experiments produced relatively similar results with Nexmon CSI data irrespective
of the hardware and environment. Note, that the important fall classification is perfect.

Table 9. Comparison of predicted precision matrix for all experiments.

SVM LSTM LSTM LSTM LSTM

Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.1 Experiment 1.2 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

EMPTY 98.9 91.5 99.7 — 98.1

LYING — — — — 98.0

SIT 95.0 91.0 99.7 100.0 96.2

SIT-DOWN — — — 100.0 —

STAND 95.5 88.8 97.0 96.2 94.1

STAND-UP — — — 96.2 —

WALK 96.4 96.9 99.4 100.0 100.0

FALL — — — 100.0 —

10. Conclusions

Many of us have easy access to Wi-Fi-enabled hardware. There are enough radio waves
in an indoor environment, which could be useful for HAR applications. Unlike wearable
devices or supervised CCTVs, Wi-Fi-based HAR methods do not violate privacy concerns.

This research work was focused on finding the cost-effective, viable hardware option
to collect the CSI data and different available hardware options for CSI data collection.
The reason is that there are not many options available where the internet provider-owned
home Wi-Fi router could be patched with special firmware. The use of hardware such as
Raspberry Pi 3B+, 4B, and Asus RT-AC86U was demonstrated as an excellent choice for
the CSI data collection using open-source tools such as Nexmon.

The utilization of some of the denoising techniques makes the data useful for machine
learning, as explained in this work. CSI information yielded numerous waveform char-
acteristics and acted as an invisible mirror to present the variation that happened in the
surroundings unnoticed.

There were two ML algorithms applied for the classification of human activities. SVM
with features matrix and the use of LSTM to learn the features automatically performed
remarkably excellent.
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It can be observed that the HAR classification based on CSI data delivers reliable
results irrespective of the hardware used for CSI data collection. The overall performance
in accuracy achieved was between 97% and 99.7% (Raspberry Pi) and 96.2% and 100%
(Asus RT-AC86U), for the best models.

11. Future Work

For future work, it would be interesting to examine the classification results between
automated feature selection and preprocessing techniques that we have used in this paper
in more detail. For instance, automated feature selection using deep learning algorithms
such as convolution neural network (CNN) would be interesting to explore.

Additionally, for the data preprocessing, the AGC effects removal (using techniques
from e.g., [35] or [36]) could produce improved results. In the above-performed experi-
ments, the payload was keenly monitored to minimize the effect of AGC. However, it could
not be ruled out completely. Firmware may be modified to completely nullify the effect
of AGC.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AoA Angle of Arrival
AGC Automatic Gain Control
AP Access Point
CCTV Closed Circuit Television
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
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CSI Channel State Information
DWT Discrete Wavelet Transform
ECOC Error-Correcting Output Codes
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
HAR Human Activity Recognition
LSTM Long Short-Term Memory
LOF Local Outlier Factor
LOS Line of Sight
MAD Median Absolute Deviation
NIC Network Interface Card
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing
PCA Principal Component Analysis
PSD Power Spectral Density
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
SVM Support Vector Machine
ToF Time of Flight
TX Transmitter
UDP User Datagram Protocol
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